
Introducing Blackhat
The 'Redpill' of Ecom Courses

Taking you behind the scenes on the most efficient and
effective way drop shippers scale to hundreds of

thousands per month in sales.

Whats included?
Inside Blackhat you will be introduced to content

unavailable on traditional media. Get an inside look on what

it really takes to make millions in todays age of drop

shipping. Glitches, methods & systems to optimize and

scale quickly no matter your existing experience. Over 16

combined years of knowledge in E-com condensed into an

experience unviewable anywhere else.

Scaling Strategy

Never before seen scaling

strategies that consistently

make us 50k+ per day

dropshipping in 2022.

Real Case Studies

An in depth look behind the

scenes with proof of sales &

reverse engineering

psychology for some of our

most successful projects.

Lander
Templates

The best landing page

templates & landing tutorials

unreleased online publicly.

Breaking
Platforms

Unlock the full potential of

every advertising platform with

our in depth tricks, all

showcased inside.

Sneak peek
A glimpse of what's to be seen inside

BUY NOW

An in depth breakdown start-to-finish on our 1.6m month (5m total
brand revenue during writing this over 6 months). We teach you
about the apps/methods/advertising networks we utilized to make
this all possible. In depth, full comprehensive guide, sans bullshit.

Selling in Germany with trending American products has been a
strategy used by the top drop shippers for awhile. We take you
through the start to finish process on how to accomplish this with
ease. Full transparency tutorial on Klarna/German selling setup.

If you've never scaled to $100,000 in sales the number can seem
highly unrealistic. With our easy to follow guide/cheat sheet we can
take just about any store and teach you media buying tactics and
strategies to drastically reduce your cost per acquisitions and get
you closer than you've ever been to that figure.

Earlybird feedback

Kerian K.
50K+ DAYS ON TIKTOK

An early insight into this course has

taught me more in the last week then I

have learned in months browsing

YouTube/in public discords. The

lessons Leo & Franky go through

specifically the in depth Tiktok guide

has tripled my revenue in a week

whilst maintaining the same adspend.  

Trey W.
30M+ IN GROSS REVENUE

I've done over 30m gross online

through independent ventures &

client work and the pixel cloaking

methods in this course alone are

insanity. I have never experienced

such advanced strategies for this

amount of capital investment. Super

greatful for the earlybird access, this

is truly going to change the game for

everybody.

Anders O.
15+M IN EUROPEAN SALES

Shoutout to Leo for putting me into

early access first and foremost. The

videos are insane! I don't know what

you guys plan on charging but the

value drop in this is beyond anything

I've ever seen in the ecom space.

Between the personal results you

guys showed and the breakdowns on

how you guys did the sales you've lit a

fire under me to grind harder than

ever before!

Klauson M.
2M+ ARR AGENCY OWNER

A copy and paste, what you see is

what you replicate course that isn't full

of bullshit. Refreshing, impressivley

powerful & I am grateful for getting

the content early. Your scaling

methods/landing page strategies

have always been groundbreaking

and time and time again I see it being

implemented everytime I go on

Pipiads/Adspy. Thank you both again.
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